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ANONYMOUS

Obituary

The following obituary was written by Omar Esparza, class of 75
alumnus, in memorandum ofa tutor who shall remain unnamed. It was
rejected by The Moon for going against the wishes ofthe deceased’s family and
for badly counterfeiting a certain Argentinean Tiresias. The author has finally
given us permission “to plagiarize’’ it via republication, under the condition
that we make this disclaimer. It is presented here in its originalform with
emendations so as to not conflict with the wishes ofthefamily ofthe deceased.
-12/2017.
On the morning of November 1, 2017, the body of [the
deceased tutor] was discovered. Investigators found two carefully
designed clay coins on his desk and a Latin translation of a dialogue
on counterfeiting and death. Inside the translation was a note not
permitted by his family to be published verbatim, since they contain
plagiarisms intended to be properly cited when it was finally published by
Archaeology'. The following is a paraphrased version of the note:
On the morning ofJuly 3, 2015 in Bagdad, a suicide bomber
split the Al Sinak bridge in two. As rescuers recovered the bodies, a fortuitous
archeologicalfind was unearthed in the belly ofthe Tigris River: two silver
coins (Cj and Cf dating back to the 5'* century BC.
Sides A ofC^^^ circumscribe a seven-pointed star with a dying
gourd-tree in its middle. Some claim that these are poor imitations ofishtar’s
symbol, perhaps crafted by an apprentice or child. Others claim that they
were an equivalent ofLelwani’s moAoz amongst a secret class ofAssyria’s
intellectual elite. But this neglects sides B ofthe coins (C-B and C^-B): the
image ofa man, one hand touching the circumference ofthe coin, the other
one holding a small circle. The circle is so small and time-worn that its content
is controversial. I myselffirst thought it was a grain ofsand. Upon closer
inspection, I discovered that the
are identical except in this way: the circle
held by the man in C-B circumscribes either a seven-pointed or an eightpointed star. In C^-B, the circle held by the man most certainly circumscribes a
seven-sided star.
I agree with Russell that the ambiguity ofthe star on C-B is a
‘ The Grout has confirmed that Archaeology intended to publish a formal version of [the
deceased tutors] findings because it contained information that is monumental for our
understanding of ancient polytheism and idolatry. The findings were ultimately rejected on
the grounds that his empirical information was intermixed with metaphors and dangerous
manipulations of language misunderstood by modern science.

chance corruption by time. Only then do the two coins make sense together:
for the small circle in
is also a coin, the same one I hold in my hand.
(I denote these coins-within-coins as C, -Band C -B).^ And so, I declare
that I too am the man bearing in his hand the coin that bears him. For
Russell, Cj and are Pascalian, dooming the condition ofman to being
outside and inside ofall narratives. Man is fractilized in all directions; he
finds himself nowhere because he can only see exact and selfsimilar echoes of
himself everywhere. And so, C^^^herald the birth pangs ofan awareness of
the problems ofperspective and infinity. This awareness is the prerequisitefor
geometry: the derivative ofa dimensionless point is not impossible, and that in
fact a point is pregnant infinities.
Many find this conclusion unprofessional, but they do not
understand. Judgingfrom the craftsmanship, the C^and C, are from Nineveh.
Their techno-logical and ideological superiority over other artifacts before them
signal the arrival ofthe knowledge ofBeing that brought us out ofidolatry.
Furthermore, while I do not deny that the coins were counterfeitedpieces of
money, they were nevertheless most certainly accepted and well-circulated
forms ofcurrency. And so, and also mark the moment that man
understood both that all money is counterfeit by nature and that all ofnature
is counterfeit In short,
and C, prove... ^
[The deceased tutor] believes the ambiguity of the seven- or
eight-sidedness of .-B is the work of chance (when it is in truth a
manifesto). He anachronistically thinks the coins are a take on Cervantes:
just as the characters of Part 2 of Don Quixote hold in their hands the
Part Ithat is also in the reader’s hands—thus bringing the true world of
the reader into the author’s fiction—so too, the
I hold in my
hands is the same one that is inside of the coins, C,..,
-B—therefore,
the
l.ia/.i
’
world is but an image.
But [the deceased tutor] erroneous conflates the act of idolizing
with the act of idolatry. Idolizing, the seminal act of paganism prior to
the counterfeit coins, is not the conflation of image with Being. On the
contrary, it is the willful representation of what is known to have no
referent. Thus, the Ninevites’ earth-crafted gods are the humble admission
that man is but a flickering spark on the surface of the raging Sun; it is
memento of the idol’s failure to cage the thing-itself within understanding.
The gender case in some tongues faintly preserves this mythological take
on representation of times past.
________Its removal in modern representation systems is the symptom of
^ A chart explaining the thoughts of the departed: Cl-A: seven-pointed star with gourd, and
C2-A: seven-pointed star with gourd; Cl-B: a man holding either a seven- or eight-pointed
star (Cl.i-B), and Cl-B: a man holding seven-pointed star (C2.i-B). Thus the man holds the
coin that holds the man that holds the coin, etc.
^ The Grout, at the request of the deceased’s family, has omitted the author’s conclusions.

ANONYMOUS

our idolatry, the puzzling belief that representation is co-extensive with
the represented and that human eyes can pierce beyond the curtains of
appearance. The Abrahamic tradition’s refusal to represent Being is the
post-pagan attempt to trap an ocean in a river by thinking it can know
the unknowable by naming it the unnamable. Such ideas are dangerous,
for they lead man to forget that the value of naming is as the value of a
compass amidst an infinite ocean. In such pilgrimages, the only point of
origin becomes the compass in one’s hands."*

^ After a four-week binge on his favorite MMORPG, he began telling everyone that he had
always been a Tauten named “43 Arc-Seconds.” He was immediately admitted into a mental
institution and has fallen into a vegetative state.
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HELEN MILLER

Five O Three on Third, by Appointment

In deafness the only sound is blood throbbing and I’m bound to the ap
paritions of that maker. Just a certain cut in tempo and the waves unfurl
behind my seeing my hand over your breast and belly and oh the topogra
phy that in silence I’ve often mapped from the peninsulas of feet around
the bends of knees through the conflicted currents held in thighs (those
still-less thighs dancing me) over plains of midriff and chest by arm caves
to rest high on shoulder and suckle at sweet cane there: courses charted
long before and memorized verse by verse.
Pound me into your palms and pull at the threads that keep me from you
truly for I’m holding your heart-shaped face in my hands and you are
my animus goblet in the sanguine glows of a hundred hotel bedsides that
strobe on even as I’m outside pacing before this entrance waiting for the
bus and remembering now how I know the place and I don’t go in for
altering just one note of that passage but recognize you, you now ethereal
and potent, reaching through the doorway for me ceaseless and silent as
breath.

Untitled

You ghost.
It’s like you come to me from your ethereal place on the dust of the wide
moon and I watch the color slowly accumulate in you like daylight until
you are the day and everything else is beyond sensation.

MICHAEL SCHIAVO

TEACH REPOSE
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MICHAEL SCHIAVO

The Mad Song
EXCERPT

10.
Crossroads gather where none have before. The rain that isn’t rain falls
down. How poor an investment, these scarecrows, this brilliancy. Fear is
the thief’s only weapon. 1 would sleep by you for a thousand years. And a
thousand more. We all want next to that pretty red dress. But what makes
a mountain does not a man. Make much we can, camerado, of whiskey,
wine, and beer. We can’t do our last do very too slow. The gutbucket plays
hard for you, and how. Thus and so the autumn begins. The unteachable
emotion arrives, eagering you to try again.
*

*

*

He mourns the restoration of particulars. He combs out his beard the
beaks of myriad giant squid. He sports a turkey feather behind each ear.
He ignores the maelstrom. He fiddles the soaking sphere. He, of the
careless maroon. He dwells in the instinct of his duty. He is the perfect
evening. He amuses all but never one. He asks how you are for he wants
to know. He never met a man he very liked. He is suspected of being a
scoundrel. He would rather keep company with women, adored.
*

*

Ah, but that’s nothing to the birds. They know the muck and dreamland
the same. Wary, their breadcrumb philosophy, they evade the witch. How
they have done, through the ages, still starving. O ducks that neither want
for us, nor intelligence, nor grace. But only water, and water, and water.
*

*

*

He bequeaths himself to nothing so new. He’s always three eggs short of
an omelet. He hoes the lonesome road, waiting for a horn. He has been—
and will be—the drudgery escaped. He only opens the door on Hallow
een. He bores his enemies with talk of beauty. He struts the way nature
intended.
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Like the frosting of a lion’s mane. Or the curvature on the apple, delayed
and dappled. Put on your nightshirt. Come to the house the darker days
avoid. I’ll reveille the stars to guide you, too soon twilight. The mansion
on the hill, perpetual. The cottage near the creek as well. If I’d found you
sooner than death. But let regret play its own accordion soft. The night’s
arriving. Something not like waves. Come with me again to the grottoes
we inhabited. Make of me something perplexing and calm.
11.
She wears the shirt as if it were an orchid. She, in the unlikely place. She
repeats the phantom tomes. She lets the haphazard, and the significant.
She stops in the square and alarms the pigeons. She, of the incarna
dine. My own heart’s Ohio, her. She is gorgeous of twilight, the maiden
sure. She suffers the ancestors of quiet. She shakes the breakdown, then
remembers her glory. Grand of spirit, she answers. She does not lessen the
greenhouse to a whim. She braves me.
*

*

*

She come from Old Avalon to the handsome valley. She got the smoky
steed and a wiry frame. The milkmaid indeed. How is she only now
pitching the pails over me? And the summer leave so quickly with a ruby
thump? My questions are never answered, only perpetuated by the cinema,
ubi sunt. So any bantam in the barnyard is envious of the harbor lights,
the tweedledee of flower-broken rock. Curling herself in a shady glen, she
sleeps until she sleeps. I am, and her dreamer. The day was a blue beyond.
We see it ever still. The towers rise in the fury of moving on. And the
world is alone at last.
*

Let it all come down. Let everything fall where she comes from. Trust me
in the troubles that are coming, are to come. I’ve seen the revels before us.
Only I can understand the pigeons on the overpass. The crinkled paper,
the lord and lass. The average song of the average man.

She, of our pumpkin-picking appointments. She, of industry. She, in just
the achieved smoothness. She, braver than even you, soldier. She, slipping
from filigree. She, into the part of life that listens harder.
*

:4c

*

In returning to the bittersweet village, he too was smiling. The scrapyard
of knowing. The amorous dell. Her command to park in the new garage,
canopied by willows. O the occasion and the place, the unkempt. Some
thing in the how of it. A riddle of complaining oak. Hang me, love, in the
dark lights of wild inheritance. We look as we once were, yes. Up now in
our room with so much tinder and green. I would crawl a million miles to
see that cotton. Come on in the old barn. Come injured, curious, immod
est, tremendous.

SAMANTHA ARDOIN

Reflections on Dying Young

Why do you keep writing poems? The slog of it all
whets the ball of your foot. Not a simple answer,
you say, but I know you’re lying. You are a caramel
tooth, a wind-gap in a window in a movie where fake wind
sounds through. I don’t know why I keep asking you
these ptepubescent questions. I might as well
box my lunch, trespass onto the property I used to pass
every day on my way to middle school, sit there, eat,
have a nice conversation
with myself about the person I used to be and the petson
I will be once I’m finished with this moist salami sandwich.
Go to hell, I say to myself, and immediately realize
that I’m out of place. I talk like it’s 1952 and I’m a boy
just bitten by a Cottonmouth out in my wild backyatd
with no one around for miles, and no hate for the snake
because it’s only doing what snakes do. I talk like I come
from the last town to be torn down on account of God.
I talk like I don’t know the difference between me and it.
The boy becomes a Riddlemouth from the poison, knows
the story about every little patticle of dirt under his nails.
I never ice skated afore, never felt the heat of a phantom limb.

Tenderly Dead
for Nicole

Who was I
when sleep was not sleep, but
dream was dream?
When crotch-weed and hair-smoke
sifted up from under the door,
and I had run so far
that I had become
Kepler’s spiral,
wanderer,
sweat-lipped sweetheart,
no-sweater girl among
girls in wolf’s clothing,
eyeless Antigone,
bone collector.
I did not name myself.
I was not named
the morning I woke up
with scum lining my insides,
scum lining my outsides,
my sheets, my Christmas
lights, my fridge.
A thin veil of hell on
every living object when every
object was alive;
I was no different.

DAVID TAKAMURA

Daigo and the Heron

As if ordered yourself, you stepped into the garden
And beheld that creature so beautiful, startled.
And let your man stalk toward its peace.
Could the heron not rebel? It lifted its wings
So as to leave your realm behind. In fear, in vain.
Wishing a world without, stuttering into the sky
When it heard your decree and stopped. And bowed low.
Emperor, it would speak, tell me my place
For I thought it my feathers, my breath and I alone.
And now, crowned king of my kind, what am I—
A flurry in the spring, a ruin in the sea.
An example, a god, soundless.

Theory

Prairies open their breasts for my stride,
And gape, wanting colors from my brush.
Earth, which was here before becoming
The soil on my heels.
The grass that stings when wet.
Why could I take your blossoms
And, being God, say.
Have this principle of art.
Take this element of my creation?
I would not: and color falls away.

Hilarity

Hilarity
Is either a forgetfulness of moment
Or the inanity so familiar to optimists.
He sings from behind his cups
Giving soul to the love of all mankind,
Praising joyous moments, fleeting.
As he waits to catch his breath between blows.
And those who rejoice in him.
Make sacrifice to him and embody him.
Delude themselves, turn from moments more divine.
See less that laughter is akin to sorrow, and more
The ignorance of its impermanence.
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MATTHEW PARADA

(Would You) Kiss Me

My lips are chapped, cracked, and taste like blood. And I want to kiss you,
still. I want you to taste my flesh and understand that this is the man I am.
And maybe yours will taste sweet and divine, or like coffee and cigarettes,
but they’re fleshy and that’s the important part: that the taste is yours; I
just might be the guy who shares them with you. Maybe just once, or a
few times, maybe never. I just want you to know that I see it, even though
I may never know rhe tenderness of your mouth. Lips and tongue that
provide: voice, song, laughter, expressions of sadness and fears. They dearly
depart from the part of your face—that for a momenr, allows all things to
erase. And my own lips can profess these lines surely must say something
right? Maybe it’s that I love you. But much like a kiss, this whatever we
call it will end: battered against the wind, or each other, or another. This
kiss will cease. And maybe more will come, that is, if you choose to kiss
these chapped, cracked lips that taste like blood.

ZACHARY CALHOUN

The Birth of Babel

The statistician’s contribution to American poetry sits all soft
and clearly on the table beside the bed, ticking in the memory an old
woman here has of her son, docile and secure as the cracks between the
floorboards, the swamp beneath the kitchen, the dowry stapled up in the
fable of the manger. He never avsked for security, never sought it out,
but the ones who fell in with him always wore two sleeves. His mother
understood this nearly well enough to allow for its articulation. Not that
she had a way with words—she just had a great set of eyes.
She was a strong woman. If it were a time for crying and
everyone was silent, hers was the veil you would be most inclined to
inspect, if only by some fortunate and unlikely stroke of God the thought
of inspection happened to cross your mind. You could almost tell at first
glance that she had once been fluent in both Yiddish and Portuguese,
the two primary variables in the language of ancient cartography. It came
hand in hand with her sacrificial silence and the girths of the flowers she
placed in windowsills. The whole thing was like an elegy to herself or a
lullaby to bedlam. Her friends would come over and say the house smells
like sunshine and she would laugh warmly.
She gave birth at an older age than most women are biologically
permitted, and the circumstances surrounding the progression of her
life up to that point made her look still more elderly than she was. The
boy couldn’t remember the face his father bore, but through his wit he
had constructed a rough draft in his mind. This imagined father who
dominated the real man resembled an atmosphere rather than a figure
possessing eyes and lips, but the boy required no more than this. He had
conceived for this father a circumstance of texture and a personality of
color which was as likely to sustain itself during airy bouts of summer
rumination as to disappear under the frothy weight of winter regret. But
he forgave the man, if only because he had no questions for him, so this
figment of a father lost its emotional dominance and fell to the status of a
backdrop to the neon lights of his more archetypal dreams.
He was a quiet kid, taking after his mother, but the variety
of company she kept in old photo albums inspired in him a more
rambunctious adolescence, a phase that didn’t last long because the longer
he was the center of attention the more he feared he would give in to
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impulse and accidentally disclose his darker secrets', but the turn back to
his quietude wasn’t finalized until his deepest fear came true and he told
a girl that he was in love with her. A few days after this grave mistake he
turned to fantasy novels, which carried him effortlessly to his fifteenth
birthday when he used his birthday money to make the turn to science
fiction, a behemoth that thrust his star-sized worries so far away that you
would need a laboratory to detect their radioactive impact on the universe.
Read; they were no greater than the pulse of an atom bomb on a distant
planet.
His father finally died, wherever in the world he had been, when
the boy was sixteen, a discovery made possible by the sudden regularity of
creditors and loan sharks in his house. This regularity was at first manifest
to him due to a lonely conversation with his mother, but they sought him
out before long, stopping by the bingo hall where he worked part time
and eventually at his high school too with strange and aggressive messages
regarding details and characters he had little to no understanding or
association with.
The first to threaten him outright was a man named Tommy, a
man who would later kill him. In his thirties and overweight, he followed
the boy home in a truck from the bingo hall to a diner where he was
meeting Delaney, the first girl to ever grant him a second date. It had been
weeks since their first date and this one had only been made possible,
beginning at eleven p.m. after his shift, by a considerable lie concerning a
slumber party at the house of one of Delaney’s friends from back in junior
high. They sat quietly in an air of extreme excitement and tension for
twenty minutes before Delaney went to the kitchen to make a call and the
boy went outside to smoke a cigarette away from the violent family in the
booth behind him, the troubling existence of whom he had only noticed
' Like the time he was catching bugs in a glass jar and, spotting a hummingbird, sat in a
patch of flowers for twenty minutes until he took his first strike at the creature with the back
of his hand and promptly scooped it into the sweating jar, even as it started flapping again;
putting the lid on, and stepping back in amazement, having captured the air itself, watching
it in a kind of light fear, slapping itself against the glass until his mother came home and he
pulled up handfuls of dirt and grass over it frantically, creating an impenetrable fortress about
the jar so he could then start messing with the basketball as an alibi and nobody would have
to know anything; but then came dinner, after which he watched television for half an hour,
forgetting the hummingbird entirely until he found himself absently wondering about it
during a commercial break and finally consciously remembering, sneaking out back to find
the jar moved at least three feet from its hiding place (the beast sitting in stillness) which he
picked up and shook (at which movement it shuddered and pulled its frayed wings inward
over its brittle body) and then felt in himself the trance of a terrible personality resembling
a monster with giant arms and ears—but the real problem was that it was impossible for
nobody to know, because he knew, and ten minutes later he was done shaking the humming
bird to death, burying it in the far corner of the yard, washing his hands with the hose, and
again in the sink, brushing his teeth...

ZACHARY CALHOUN

once Delaney had stood and left. He was putting the lighter in his pocket
when Tommy called out from behind his open truck door, window down.
He looked up and saw the large man staring. He nodded and watched as
the man smiled and finally shut the door and walked toward the boy.
It is nearly impossible to accurately reconstruct the dialogue that
took place there, outside the diner. You can visualize the streetlight on the
fat man’s face as he talks, the increase in shadow as—were you to observe
the scene in rapid acceleration—he waltzes around the boy in a fractured
and perverted debate, the boy dropping head and refusing the invitation
of time that comes subsequent to lighting another cigarette as he begins to
feel shame for the substance of his birth, for the character of his invisible
father, for the nameless child he would never bear, and the waltz now
finally coming to a close as positions are set in the grid of the tarmac and
Delaney knocks on the window at last. The fat man shuts up and smiles,
eyeing the boy in the substantial silence leading to the moment when
the door opens. Delaney making some dryly inquisitive comment, the
man procuring a hat atop his head with a bow (a hat seemingly, due to its
prior absence, really procured from thin air), and before returning to his
car, flashing his lights, and driving off with a laugh, his closing words—
goodnight, miss; and, kid? Remember.
The boy patched up the confusion left by the man’s parting
words and the two went driving through the night for a few hours. They
didn’t speak much but it was clear they were watching the desert roll
into the meager headlight together, occasionally laughing in unison at
some highway sign or leaning back together silently at the sight of five
eyes spread apart like fields of cautionary stars in the distance. They both
wondered at how animals stick together, even to the ends of the wild
where one gathering of beasts still on a plain throws all its eyes on the
gathering of another species shooting through the night on wheels with
great speed and little effort, sheltered in a machine with what to the
animals must seem the most magnificent eyes of all. Delaney, being in the
passenger seat, was very aware of her left hand the whole ride.
They pulled over at a rest stop, leaving the car running so music
would continue to play, and awkwardly touched in the dark, fingers rolled
over by music, breasts advanced by music, a silent entrance with breaths
locked to the hum of music, a repetitive motion narrated by the radio host
answering calls from concerned lovers all across this great state. They held
each other under a blanket after the battery died, and the harsh orange
light, splashed across the rest stop, became apparent and disruptive.
The exact account of the day Tommy killed the boy has been
recorded elsewhere, along with the details following Tommy’s marriage
and his own death in a kitchen in the morning—but although the story
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of Delaney’s interaction with the boy’s mother after his untimely death is
forthcoming in publication, her subsequent adventure in the hospital is
lacking from the histories, even if there is not much to tell.
After she left the dead boy’s house she went to the clinic to
confirm her pregnancy. She decided to have the abortion since the father
was dead, and, when a few weeks later she was going under, she had a
dream that she was talking to the boy’s mother again and the mother
advised Delaney to name her child Babel. When Delaney asked why he
ought to be called Babel, the mother pointed her to the dead boy’s room,
but, in place of the dead boy Delaney had made love to in a rest stop
two months ago, was a middle aged man, a statistician, as the mother
had said proudly, who is working on something marvelous. In the dream
Delaney understood the desperate significance of the child she was about
to bear, and when she came to, after the operation had been successfully
completed, she pulled a nurse to the table and told her with a smile of
admitation for her tender creation, I finally know what my son’s name
should be. It’s just so obvious. His name is Babel. Isn’t that precious?
The nurse went to the doctor to relay their patient’s disturbing
apparition, and the doctor advised that the postnatal hydrocodone be
administered early in this case to preserve her functioning grasp on
reality in the long run; let this too be but a dream, he told the nurse,
who promptly delivered the dose to Delaney before moving on to the
next hospital bed where a woman was under an operation to definitively
sterilize herself

ZACHARY CALHOUN

How to Tell Time

Satan drops his hand in a pool of lavender soap
before touching my member, and recognizing the pulse of my veins,
the fact that I was thinking about a girl, so
before I can finish he vanishes suddenly
and interacts no more with the course of my life for years
until the girl is about to die in hospice, wherefore
he reaches through her womb to touch her soul
and allow it to die completely before her body fails,
her soul rendered entirely to nothing before I walk in the room
and hold her hand for the last time, crying maybe
her looking up with nothing inside
and she says I'm sorry before her body dies,
with which point of inspiration
Satan decides to grant me immortality.
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AIDAN FREEMAN

One After

He took black very seriously, he would say,
because it is one of only three colors for the faithful.
And so no one told him of his yellowing irises.
His garden grown over with bleeding-hearts,
and no one said a word.
He wept and watched movies
and when the sun hit the horizon, no sky at all remained.
He was one for whom the obvious often revealed itself
Each fiber in his white shirt was unequivocal,
his hands twisted open liquid dimensions for days
and only the rye-draught could feel them,
and interstellar intrepid of the highest caliber.
A list of new worlds he had discovered but would
never discover again, recently pulled from his desk:
My son this morning at 9:09;
the sweat I licked from the back of my hand—its saltiness;
anything involving broken glass;
my own irisless reflection in the gleaming shards.

AIDAN FREEMAN

The Sun

Awe is something not often felt in the heat.
Nothing passes through a cold hand
Much easier than things.
If only we could replace all our proverbs
With Stop, Drop, and Roll
Naked in the Snow Beneath
A Fir Tree and Solidified Fog. Now
Dip a Toe Back into the Steaming Tub
And Consider Yourself Purged.
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HARRISON HUANG

Hopeful Growing

A flower found me, while it was stretching.
Those petals reached, leaping like Are,
With all the softness of dreams.
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AJ. PETERS

Neruda

Sometimes I sit in the wicker rocker
and read the book of Neruda you sent me
under a naked twenty-watt bulb,
looking up occasionally to watch the moon tuck behind the trees.
I want to say things
like the things his letters say to me.
I want to speak of the salt and the sea
and the sound of ivy growing in the night,
and from that, convey everything to you.
An alliteration or two and a drum full of metaphors.
Other times I want to try simple,
like, “If it’s the beaches’ sands you want then you can have them.”
But it always seems to sound so silly without a guitar.
So instead I’ll just pick up the phone
and hope the tone of my voice betrays
the size of my smile.
But the truth is. I’m sick of words.
I’m sick of the way they’ve let me down.
They never used to, but
these days they always seem to come up short.
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Luck

Luck
Is a coin, with jester eyes. Two sides:
Green and red, with bells.
And he kills you on the battle-front.
Whistling a pipe.
Lady Luck lets her braids down:
Gold and blue.
Stepping, crossing, the pave-stones.
She lets you die with your blood blooming.
An uncleanable blossom.
The warfront unwashed.
Stepping, dancing, killing a coin
With a red and green eye.
Little Boy Luck plays in the crimson,
sings your name for his own.
like you.
Praying, praying, for his blood to be alive;
For his death unsanitary.

Russian Roulette

The black behind the gun
Emboldens the steel like stardust
In the fog.
Black wheels turn
within inner chambers burn
Every perfect cog.
A silver torch points in the mug
Its silver shine curves
Its platinum sheen is carving
In my mind.
This I know:
Its perfection.
Just a tug, its eye of death once blinking
the maximum of one blink.
I know its hunt.
This I know: it is perfection.
It brightens now.
I will try its taste,
Memorize its complexion.
What a death. Exemplary.
Not like a woman
gored and left to incompletion.
No, this is the optimized trajectory.
But I hear the click and lock
Its perfect wheels turn
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the flawless metal burning.
Did it burn all its projectiles?
The eye of death is restless
Its perfect tunnel raw
Within the steel I saw
Its unopened eye, untested,
No trajectory?
This I do not know.
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Peanut Butter Cups

You have a coffee cup
I’ve had too many peanut butter cups
We’re a build-up
Of battery acid on a negative cable
I have a legal pad and
You have a twinkle in your eye
I’m tired of writing songs about you
We went to the river
Because you
Had something to say.
I couldn’t hear it over the current
I got clean instead and prayed for mercy
You see,
I’m addicted to sweet fixes and transient mixes
That don’t ask too much
It’s too cold outside for any honesty,
But the night still matches your hair.

Might be that’s why I stay up so late—
Waiting for a manifestation of starlight
Or some cosmic equation to alter my state of being permanently
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Feels Like Panic

The mermaids with congealed tails
and wings wet,
crusted over with sea
are begging to drown you.
He said;
“You don’t deserve this.”
And it sounded like peacocks in dim persimmon light and
a little girl who fears nightfall.
The mermaids are rage-beings.
They lick salty terror from blue lips,
they cry your name with hoarse voices
to the Gods in darkness.
They fester.
But you trust the Light Bearers.
They speak with words like sandpaper
And you can gather the pieces,
fit the edges together side by side.
You put your faith in their solidity.
You trust them when they say that
some truths are defunct of malice.
They come like swallows singing.
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Horror

Were all looking for somerhing permanent
Even the Buddhists have blogs
Camus and his theatre group
It’s all just for a moment
even when we don’t want it to be
You say you’re not afraid of death
but then why do you publish what you write?
Why do you show it if you are so unflinching?
There is a horror there that will never be answered
And you think you have
but I know you
and I know
that you haven’t
and I know
that you probably
never will
and that
is why
I can
love you
and
I do
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Water, Mirrors

I’m trying to not begin my poems with “I”
but the ego is an unreflecting thief
thinking everything is its own
I keep walking towards The Lake
but when I get there I don’t see any
fish or any face
grimacing back
But i can feel it there
like the air held up
over this seemingly endless ocean
#

Incompressible, vibrating with what life must lie within
but the water is too murky
and my vision is too poor
hoping some wind
will blow
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PEERAWAT CHIARANUNT

Snow

Showers of snow spray like firetrucks
howler monkeys and whistling ducks
Can the mushy scent of broad fanny leaves
be revealed in frosty parking lots from beneath?
Only the flowery and airy, a sealed-in belch
hides around flaky cliffs, and by boots are smushed
into a tigery bloodshed scattered in wealth
bloodcurdling crunches echo in a great rush
Unfold these creased crystals and you will see
foot stains that oddly smell of fertility
misplaced brown seeds smothered in whiteness
nibble raw at the spiritually flightless,
or a quivering doorknob that shelters a brain,
mittens and hats, dollars to still a shaky jaw
are as good as handcuffs around an eel, how vain
to avoid being sucked through wintery straws
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Magpies

When did the magpies return?
Squawking and circling outside my window,
Calling to each other,
Inviting spting back.
Seasonal wind.
Severe, penetrating
Obstructing every atrempt to secure a wooden gate.
I prod with the gate’s iron bolt.
Scraping the gravel as I direct the rod
Toward its aperture with clumsy hands.
Cracked and caked with chalky white dust.

9

I search for a prayer;
A prayer said and mouthed innumerable times as a child.
A child blessed with proper diction
And a memory of scripture.
I pull and pull but the gate has shifted.
The bolt will not reach.
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Love Fugue
EXCERPT

Exposition

Jamelle Raizer, my birth mother, was the first in her family to
marry a non-Jew. She had long, dark, curly hair. Sang as she stepped out
of the shower. She gave me away and checked herself into a hospital.
When she came out, she tried to take me back. HRS stepped in.
“These are unfit living conditions for an infant.”
My little sister and I, playing house in the basement of our new
home. “Where’s Daddy? Where’s Daddy? ” she says.
“He’s gone to the grocery store,” I answer.
We never speak of them again.
Edna McAlexander is our new “Legal Guardian.”
When I’m four, she packs a bag of Teddy Grahams and we walk
along 5th Avenue South by the beach, window-shopping before any of the
stores have opened. It’s just the two of us.
She holds my hand.
When we get to the other end of the street, the shops are just
opening. We go into Regina’s for an ice-cream cone. I eat the tip with the
chocolate ball first.
I’m five when her two daughters die. She goes to bed, rarely gets
up. I see ghosts trailing me around the house. She stops playing the piano
because my sister and I like to “help.” She keeps a stash of pastels in her
closet, but I’ve never seen her use them. 'When I’m a teen, I discover a file
with a novel-in-progress on the computer. She denies it.
She dreams of retiring on a houseboat in the Keys. I watch her
make gumbo—the best seafood gumbo in the universe—from the kitchen
doorway. She stirs the dark brown roux for a full half hour. I stand on one
leg. She calls me a stork. She makes beautiful, full-sized quilts by hand.
They take her six months, but she gives them away for free. Her stitches
are tight as a machine’s. “We come from fifty generations of quilters,” she
tells me.
My sister shows no interest in sewing.
“Thank your mother for me,” my high school English teacher
says. “Her letters to the editor always brighten my day.” This particular
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letter starts, “I, too, was once a right-wing squirrel, but then I discovered
Preparation H.”
When I come home from college the first time, she makes us
both fuzzy-navels, makes fun of me because I can’t handle my liquor.
We play 14 games of Scrabble in a row. She is a walking Oxford English
Dictionary, but she can’t beat me. She is not pleased. We go see Mona
Lisa Smile. She tells me she went to college for her M.R.S. and my head
explodes. “I had no intention of working,” she says. “If my husband had
been more successful, I wouldn’t have.”
I’m twenty-two the last time we talk. She’s just been diagnosed
with Cancer.
“Are you telling me you’re dying?” I say.
“Don’t worry about me, Darlin’. I’m ready to go. And at least I
won’t have to have that other root canal.”
The parking lot is filled with grey and brown sedans two weeks
later, like a Republican convention center. We drive her yellow Toyota
Matrix to retrieve her ashes.
Ricardo Guzman. Twenty-five years her junior. Her second
husband. They meet on the beach six months before they get us. He
wrestles alligators and sews baby quilts. He’s a registered nurse and a
violent alcoholic. I watch him pierce his own ear with a needle. He puts
me in the front basket of his bike and we ride all over town.
The salt air pulls the skin on my cheeks taut.
“jApaga la television!” he yells Saturday early mornings when I
watch cartoons. When I complain, “jEstoy Llorando!” he says, while
playing the world’s smallest violin. “jCulita, Culita!” as I walk by.
“WTiat does Culita mean?” I ask my mom.
“Cute little ass,” she says.
“WTiy does Papi always call me a cute little ass?”
WTien he catches me lifting his weights, he says, “Don’t do that!
You won’t be able to have babies!” He teaches me to play poker when I’m
five. Then he teaches me to cheat. “When you’re twenty-one. I’m taking
you to Biloxi!” They divorce when I’m six. He leaves.
I practice biking around and around in circles with my eyes closed
for hours every day.
He comes back when I’m nine. Lives in the garage. Sings to me,
“Cus’ I’m a loser baby, so why don’t you kill me!” Gives me my first beer.
“So you won’t end up a drunk like me.” Teaches me to shoot the cans off a
fence at the dump. I’m twelve when he’s diagnosed with Cancer. He stands
in the garage, bawling like a baby.
“You’ll be OK, I promise,” I say. I hold him, and I shake.

PAM WATTS

He leaves again. Returns periodically. Lives in the guest room
once. Sets up a camper in the back yard another time. I’m twenty when
he finally dies, unexpectedly. I dream that I’m dying of Cancer and my
eyebrows have to be shaved off. But I’m happy in the dream because I get
to kiss Whoopie Goldberg. I call my mom when I wake up. “He went on
life-support last night,” she says.
“He’s not expected to pull through.”
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